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A development of a biocompatible, optical stimulation device capable of adhering to the brain surface and activating spatially separated brain
regions is necessary for in vivo optogenetic applications. In this study, a hollow structure for isolating the microLED epitaxial layer was fabricated
using the anisotropic KOH wet-etching method. Using a thermal release sheet, a method to transfer microLEDs onto a biocompatible parylene film
was established without rotation or misalignment of the microLEDs while retaining their characteristics. Accordingly, a flexible microLED array film
was fabricated, which adhered to the surface of the brain of a mouse and exhibited blue emission. © 2022 The Japan Society of Applied Physics

T
he high brightness, low power consumption, long life,
and durability of GaN-based microLEDs make them
suitable for many applications, such as smart fiber1)

and Li-Fi high-speed data communication technologies2,3) as
well as high-resolution and high-brightness displays.4,5)

Particularly, microLED arrays capable of controlling neural
activity are increasingly used in optogenetics technology.6–8)

To understand brain function organized by complex neural
network, it is necessary to optically stimulate multiple
regions of the brain individually or simultaneously. It is
difficult to achieve this using the conventional optical fiber
method; therefore, an array of light sources is required.
Although presentations of patterned light have been achieved
in head-fixed animals using optical microscope,9–11) an
implantable array of light sources is needed for investigations
under more naturalistic conditions, such as in freely moving
animals, and clinical applications. Several reports on the
development of a microLED neural probe with a needle-
shaped structure for accessing the deep brain region have
been published.12–17) However, the development of a
microLED array neural tool for activating spatially distrib-
uted brain regions at a mesoscale has not been sufficiently
investigated. Therefore, if a biocompatible microLED array
film that can adhere to the brain surface is developed, it
would significantly contribute to the field of neuroscience
and possibly clinical applications by functioning as a
bioimplantable optical stimulation device.
It is necessary to develop a technology for accurately

transferring and arranging microLEDs on a flexible film
composed of biocompatible materials, such as parylene and
polydimethylsiloxane. Regarding the transfer technology of
microLED, the pick-and-release method using an elastomer
stamp,18–20) laser-enabled advanced placement (LEAP)
technology,21,22) and fluid alignment technology23,24) have
been reported. However, as the modulation range of the
adhesive force is limited while using an elastomer stamp, it is
difficult to obtain a high transfer rate on a biocompatible film
having no adhesive force. In the LEAP method, the biocom-
patible film melts or deteriorates owing to the heat generated
by the laser, and in the fluid assembly method, it is difficult to

form the groove required for self-assembly on a thin film.
Therefore, to realize optogenetic multipoint stimulation, a
microLED transfer technology that can achieve adhesion to
the brain surface with a high success rate without causing a
rotation or misalignment of the microLEDs and without
damaging the thin and low-heat-resistant biocompatible film
is required. In this study, the film thickness required for
achieving contact with the brain surface was investigated,
and a transfer technology using a TR sheet was established to
fabricate a flexible microLED array film. The developed film
adhered to the surface of the cerebral cortex of a living mouse
and blue emission was observed.
Parylene C was selected as the base film for the microLED

array owing to its robustness, flexibility, and biocompat-
ibility. As the bending stiffness reduces upon decreasing the
thickness of the film, a film with high adhesion can be
realized. However, an ultrathin film is impractical because it
would be mechanically fragile and would not sufficiently
self-support during implantation. As it is important to
determine the appropriate film thickness for the realization
of flexible microLED films, the effect of the radius of
curvature on adhesion was investigated by wrapping the
film around different cylinders. The adhesion energy can be
expressed as:

( )S

R b2
, 1c 2

g g =

where γc, S, R, and b are the critical adhesion energy, bending
stiffness, curvature radius, and width of the film,
respectively.25) The S depends on the material properties
and device structure. Therefore, for the formation of a metal
wiring of 64 channels, 64 ch Ti/Au (50/200 nm) metal
wirings of width 20 μm were applied on the surface of a 3
mm wide parylene sheet for the wrapping experiment. The
experimental results depend on whether the interface is wet
or dry. Physiological saline was used in the wrapping
experiment to simulate the cerebrospinal fluid present on
the surface of the brain resulting in a wet environment.
Figure 1(a) shows the wrapping of 12 μm thick parylene
sheets around glass cylinders of radii 0.4, 2, and 5 mm. The
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12 μm thick sheets did not wrap around the cylinders of radii
0.4 and 2 mm; however, they wrapped around the cylinder of
radius 5 mm. Figure 1(b) shows a summary of the wrapping
experiment plotted with respect to the cylinder radius and
sheet thickness. Red and black circles represent the wrapped
and unwrapped data, respectively. Thicker sheets adhered to
cylinders of larger radii. The results were compared with
those obtained using the mechanical model in Eq. (1). The S
was calculated based on a multilayered structure containing
the metal wiring of the device.25) These results were in
agreement with the simulated line; γc = 22 mJ m−2 was
obtained, which corresponded with the value reported for a
wet environment.26) Considering these findings and the
radius of curvature of a mouse’s brain (approximately 4–
5 mm), the parylene thickness was determined to be 11 μm,
which provides sufficient adhesion and robustness.
Next, the transfer technology of the microLED array onto

the parylene film was investigated. Figure 2(a) shows the
fabrication procedure of a flexible microLED film. First, a
hollow-structured microLED array was fabricated to release
only the LED epitaxial layer for transferring onto the
parylene film. An InGaN-based LED structure with an
emission wavelength of 450 nm on a (111) Si substrate
(ALOSS Semiconductors GmbH) was used.27) The design
consisted of 80 μm square microLEDs arranged in a 7× 6
array on a 1 mm square. Prior to the fabrication of the array, a
Ge-doped GaN layer (doping concentration: 2× 1020 cm−3)
was deposited on the p-GaN layer by a sputtering system to
form an np tunnel junction, resulting in a low contact
resistance for the p-type GaN, and the device fabrication
process was simplified using the same metal for both p- and
n-electrodes. Using the circular transfer length method, an
extremely low contact resistance excluding the tunnel junc-
tion resistance, within the range 1–2× 10−6 Ω·cm2, was
confirmed. A mesa structure was formed using an induc-
tively-coupled, plasma-reactive ion etching for the n-contact,
followed by the dry etching of the n-GaN layer around the
microLED to the Si substrate. Here, two-step dry etching was
important as excessive etching would promote plasma
damage from the sidewall and significantly reduce the
emission efficiency. Subsequently, Ti/Au (50 nm/200 nm)

n- and p-electrodes were deposited using an electrode beam
(EB) evaporator. To protect the GaN surface from the
subsequent KOH solution etching, a 2 μm thick SiO2 layer
was deposited via plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposi-
tion. From the anisotropic Si wet etching characteristics, the
wet etching rate in a hot KOH solution of [1-10] Si is faster
than that of [111] Si or [11-2] Si; therefore, a hollow-
structured microLED array could be fabricated. The
microLED was arranged after the exposed Si region was
etched to a depth of 1 μm, and the Si layer directly beneath
the microLED was etched with a 40 wt% KOH solution
heated to 80 °C. The Si layer was etched in the [1-10]
direction at an etching rate of 2–3 μm min−1. Figure 2(b)
shows a bird’s-eye-view of a scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) image of the hollow-structured microLED array. It
was necessary to retain the gate structure for attaining the
hollow structure. Although only the result of 80× 80 μm2

microLEDs is presented, the effect of the microLED size on
hollow structure formation was investigated in a preliminary
experiment. As the Si etching was stopped once the (1-21)
plane of Si was formed during the etching process, the
success rate of hollow structure formation was reduced in
microLEDs with sizes more than 100× 100 μm2. However, a
hollow structure was successfully formed for all microLEDs
with sizes 50× 50 and 80× 80 μm2.
Subsequently, the collective microLED transfer method

was investigated. For transferring onto a non-adhesive
parylene film, a TR sheet with a simple control of the
adhesive force (REVALPHA, Nitto Co. Ltd.) was used. The
sheet was attached to a chip with a microLED array. The
adhesion between the microLEDs and TR sheet was pro-
moted by locally pressurizing the microLED array region on
the TR sheet. On slowly removing the TR sheet from the
chip, all the microLEDs were successfully transferred onto it.
The TR sheet was then attached to a Si substrate with a 9
μm thick parylene film deposited on its surface. After
applying a pressure of 50 kPa for 10 s, the sheet on the
chip was heated at 150 °C for 1 min using a hot plate. This
caused the loss of the adhesive force of the sheet, and the
sheet was easily peeled off from the chip. Therefore, all
microLEDs were simultaneously transferred onto the pary-
lene film without rotation or misalignment. To ensure that the
hollow structure formation and transfer process had not
affected the microLED characteristics, the current–voltage
characteristics of the microLEDs before KOH etching and
after the transfer process were compared [Fig. 2(c)]. In both
cases, similar rectification characteristics and bright blue
emission were observed, suggesting that this process was
suitable for fabricating a flexible microLED film. Parylene
was deposited as an insulating layer on the film with the
transferred microLED array. The parylene film of thickness
1 μm present on the n- and p-electrodes was removed by CF4
and O2 gas etching. Subsequently, a Ti/Au (50 nm/400 nm)
metal wiring layer was deposited using an EB evaporator
such that each microLED was driven independently. Finally,
the surface of the microLED film was covered with a 1
μm thick parylene film for driving into the wet environment
on the brain surface. The flexible microLED film was
mounted on a printed circuit board with a compact design
(15.5 mm× 14.3 mm) using flipchip bonding. The film was
then manually peeled off from the base Si substrate.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Wrapping of 12 μm thick parylene sheets with 64
channel metal wiring around glass cylinders with radii of 0.4 (unwrapped), 2
(unwrapped), and 5 mm (wrapped). (b) Summary of wrapping experiment.
Red and black circles represent wrapped and unwrapped data, respectively.
The blue line represents the simulation line with γc = 22 mJ m−2 obtained
from the mechanical model.
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Figure 3(a) shows the image of emission from the flexible
microLED array film. Bright blue emission was observed
from a single microLED by driving it independently, and its
light pattern was obtained. Figure 3(b) shows the current-
light output and external quantum efficiency (EQE) of this
microLED, which were evaluated by the source measurement
unit and the powermeter. A light output value of 22 mW
mm−2, corresponding with the value of 39.6 μW, was
obtained at 0.5 mA (30 A cm−2) with an EQE of 2.8%. For
small animal experiments, temperature increase, ΔT, during

the microLED drive is a major issue as it can cause the
thermal stimulation of neural activity or even brain damage.
According to the Association for the Advancement of
Medical Instrumentation guideline, ΔT of a bioembedded
device should not exceed 2 °C. Therefore, it is necessary to
determine ΔT in advance before driving a microLED. Light
output values in the range 0.1–1 mW mm−2 are required for
ChR2 activation.28,29) The required light output value from
the microLED was determined by considering the distance
between the microLED and the targeted neural cell; however,

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) Fabrication procedure of flexible microLED film. Upper illustration: Fabrication of hollow-structured microLED. Lower
illustration: Collective transfer method. (b) Bird’s-eye-view of the SEM image of hollow-structured microLED with size 80 × 80 μm2. (c) Current–voltage
characteristics of microLED before KOH solution etching and after transfer onto the parylene film.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Emission image of the flexible microLED array film. (b) Current-light output and EQE of a microLED on the flexible film. Light
output value is 22 mW mm−2 at 0.5 mA (30 A cm−2) with an EQE of 2.8%. (c) Voltage at 20 A cm−2 of microLED film as a function of the radius of
curvature.
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the temperature increase was evaluated by assuming that a
light output value of ∼10 mW mm−2 was required. This
value was obtained for a current of 0.25 mA (15 A cm−2),
and ΔT was determined to be 1.6 °C in air using a thermal
camera. It is possible that ΔT was sufficiently reduced
because the actual biological optical stimulation was per-
formed on the brain surface during the pulse current drive. To
investigate the effect of film bending on device character-
istics, the current–voltage characteristics were obtained by
attaching the film to cylinders with different curvature radii,
ranging from 5 to 20 mm. The voltage as a function of the
radius of curvature for 20 A cm−2 is shown in Fig. 3(c);
microLED films showed negligible change in the drive
voltage (<1%; 0.03 V).
The flexible microLED array film was placed on the surface

of the cerebral cortex in a mouse (C57BL6/J), and the adhesion
and luminescence were observed. Animal procedures were
approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Dokkyo
Medical University, and carried out in accordance with the
guidelines of the National Institutes of Health. Figures 4(a) and
4(b) show the front and top views, respectively, of the flexible
microLED array film on the cerebral cortex in an anesthetized
mouse (isoflurane: 1.5%). The three microLEDs were simulta-
neously driven at 4.2 V, corresponding to a current of 80 μA
(5A cm−2) for each microLED. As expected from the investiga-
tion of adhesion properties (Fig. 1), the film with a total thickness
of 11μm was sufficiently adhered to the brain, and three bright
blue emission spots were observed. Finally, to understand the
scope of the developed device, the extent of light penetration into
the brain was examined. The light distribution of the microLED
on the flexible film was evaluated by angle-resolved electro-
luminescence measurements, and the results showed a nearly
Lambertian distribution. Based on this result, the light propaga-
tion through the brain tissue was simulated using the Monte
Carlo method [Fig. 4(c)]. The scattering coefficient, anisotropy
factor, and absorption coefficient of gray matter in cerebral
cortex were μs= 105 cm−1, g= 0.88, and μa= 0.6 cm−1,
respectively.30) Typical light operation ranged from 0.1 to 1mW
mm−2,28,29) and the region of the brain that was 100–250μm
away from the surface could be optically stimulated with a light
output value of 10mW cm−2, which could sufficiently suppress

heat generation. This indicates that the flexible microLED film
would be effective for optogenetic stimulation.
In this study, a bioimplantable microLED array film

capable of establishing suitable contact with the brain surface
was developed for achieving optogenetic stimulation. The
appropriate parylene film thickness was determined through a
wrapping experiment for the realization of the microLED
film. The fabrication technology of the hollow-structured
microLED array and the collective transfer technology was
established. Utilizing these technologies, a flexible
microLED array film was successfully developed. There
was no deterioration of the forward bias of the microLED
during bending. Finally, blue emission that can sufficiently
activate ChR2 was observed from the microLED film while it
was in contact with the brain surface. The development of
flexible microLED films can significantly contribute to the
field of neuroscience research, particularly optogenetic re-
search for the purpose of functional dissection of sub-regions
on the brain surface, such as cerebral cortices, cerebellar
lobules and olfactory system.
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